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ACMI STRATEGIC PLAN 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

To serve as a global network and catalyst for strategic collaboration among those who 
minister to and with international students and scholars. 

 
 

To see the worldwide ISM movement become a coordinated force in missions, recognized as 

a strategic ministry under the Great Commission, so that all international students and 

scholars will have the opportunity to hear, to respond, and to spread the gospel wherever 

they go. 
 

The following values have been adopted, in seeking to express the re-envisioned ACMI: 

 

1. A Christ-centered, gospel-driven outlook:  We value Christ-centered approaches to serving the ISM 
movement, applying biblical principles and practices as a network and as individuals, in everything we do. 

2. Networking and synergy within the ISM community:  We value collaboration and partnership—
organizationally and individually—among Christians engaged in ISM in order to maximize effectiveness. 

3. A global coalition of contributors in the cause of ISM:  We value the connecting of ISM-engaged people 
globally that employs resources, serves the expansion of ISM, and builds upon our unity in Christ. 

4. The strategic nature of ISM in global outreach: We value ISM’s role in the fulfilling of the Great 
Commission and the increased awareness of this role both in the Church and the global missions community. 

5. Excellence in ISM skills: We value excellence in the ministry skills necessary for reaching international 
students and scholars. 

6. The Church’s role in local global outreach: We value the centrality of the local church in reaching and 
discipling international students and scholars. 

7. A ministry vision that extends to underserved campuses: we value outreach efforts on campuses that 
are particularly under-represented so that more internationals may become Christ’s disciples. 

8. The preparation of international students for re-entry: we value international students’ potential to 

return to their home countries—or other areas—as capable servants of the gospel. 

 

 

ACMI is a unique networking and collaborative entity for ISM-engaged people in North America and beyond. As 

such, it has a distinctive leadership opportunity – and responsibility – to help create a national and international 

sense of urgency, as well as collaborative architecture and systems for action in its network to achieve the 

vision.   

ACMI has defined four guiding principles necessary for reaching its vision. While distinct, these principles are 

interrelated and mutually supportive. 

1. ACMI will identify itself as an expanding network of ministries and individuals who join together to reach 

and partner with international students and scholars to advance the Kingdom of Christ.  
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2. ACMI will facilitate partnerships and services among ministries to international students including the 

larger ISMs while continuing to serve individuals involved in ISM (this includes marketplace leaders, NAFSA 

Christian MIG, etc.). 

3. ACMI will actively promote and aid the establishment of regional networks and conferences. 

4. ACMI and its board will seek to accomplish its mission, vision, and ministry goals by improving 

organizational structure and board governance. 

 

 

Successful progress in several key areas will result in more quality partnerships and services delivered among 

and to members, more individuals and organizations welcomed in the community and actively involved in the 

network, and a broader array of resources within the global network for the advancement of international 

student ministry.  The ultimate result ACMI aspires to achieve is far beyond high quality partnerships and 

services for members. It is about catalyzing strategic collaboration so that all international students and scholars 

will have an opportunity to hear, to respond, and to spread the gospel wherever they go. 

The ACMI Board has established goals in the following seven areas in order to provide a roadmap for fulfilling 

the strategic direction outlined above. 

Identity 

 Primarily identify itself as a proactive “network”, versus a more passive and loosely connected “association”.  

ACMI seeks cooperative and integrated initiatives across its membership by facilitating collaborative 

initiatives, and developing support systems and structures that serve its members; and not through direct 

ministry to international students. 

 Investigate a change in the name of ACMI that reflects the re-envisioned organization and is consistent with 

our newly declared mission, vision and values.  

 Redesign the official logo to provide an up-to-date look. 

Membership 

 Facilitate partnerships and service among ministries to international students, while continuing to serve 

individuals involved in ISM. 

 Establish a new membership structure consisting of two categories: organizational and individual 

membership. The Membership Committee will submit to the Board for approval recommended membership 

fees, and the fees will be reviewed every two years. 

 Implement an additional membership option: an ISM (including church-based ISMs) may purchase 

organizational membership for its employees and/or volunteers at rates calculated for the number of 

participants in the ISM. 

Roles and Services  

 Identify resources that would be beneficial to ACMI members and create access to them, including a page on 

the ACMI website for needs in job placement within ISM. 

 Deliberately participate in nurturing and launching collaborative projects that deepen the strategic thinking 

and deliver executable plans that have a positive impact on the effectiveness of ISM (maximum of three 

projects per year). 

Strategic Priorities 
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 Coordinate strategic gatherings and communication among ISM leaders (those overseeing an ISM effort—

agency or church denomination—that is national in scope). 

 Intentionally focus on use of technology in three areas: digital platforms for networking; forums for 

communication; database development and management.    

Conferences and Other Events  

 Continue to hold an annual conference and when possible seek to coordinate the timing and location with 

the NAFSA annual conference. However, if there is an advantage for ACMI to make other arrangements, it 

will not tie itself absolutely to either the time or location of NAFSA’s conference. 

 Promote three types of ISM conferences or events that involve ACMI participation: ACMI Owned, ACMI 

Endorsed and ACMI Promoted.  

 Encourage the establishment of regional ACMI events that are locally planned and sponsored and that any 

held in North America take place either two months before or two months after the ACMI annual conference. 

Regional Presence  

 Encourage the meeting of local ACMI groups towards catalyzing ISM at the local and regional level, as well as 

the establishment of more groups. 

 Guide existing and prospective local ACMI groups using or desiring to use our name through Board-

approved ACMI Regional Group Guidelines. 

Organizational  Resources 

 Establish a functioning Development Committee (“Task Force”) of the Board to develop and implement 

plans to grow ACMI’s funding and resources. 

 Hire an Administrative Assistant to support the Executive Director and Board. 

 Hire or recruit a volunteer as Conference Coordinator to manage matters related to both annual and 

regional/local ACMI conferences. 

 Recruit a volunteer to administer resources on the ACMI website. 

 Upgrade financial standards and practices so that by 2019 ACMI will qualify to become a member of ECFA.  

ACMI Governance and Board Structure  

 The ACMI Board will seek appropriate diversity (geographical, ethnic, gender, age, types of roles and 

organizations) in the makeup of the Board of Directors. 

 Implement a new structure and governance approach that empowers an Executive Committee within the 

Board, and creates latitude for expansion of the Board’s composition. 

 Establish the following standing committees of ACMI, needed for Board operations: Executive Committee, 

Finance Committee, Membership Committee, and Development Committee.  

 Utilize its newly defined Board selection process and Board member roles and responsibilities. 

 Revise and update the Bylaws of ACMI, with a specific deadline set by the Board. 
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